The focus of this work is on systematic methods for the visualization and quality assessment with regard to classi cation of multivariate data sets. Our novel methods and criteria give in visual and numerical form rapid insight in the principal data distribution, the degree of compactness and overlap of class regions and class separability, as well as information to identify outliers in the data set and trace them back to data acquisition. Assessment by visualization and numerical criteria can be exploited for interactive or automatic optimization of feature generation and selection/extraction in pattern recognition problems. Further, we provide a novel criterion to assess the credibility and reliability of the visualization obtained from high dimensional data projection. Our methods will be demonstrated using data from visual industrial quality control and mechatronic applications.
Introduction
Systematic optimization of pattern recognition systems requires reliable criteria for performance evaluation. The objective of this optimization process is the dimensionality reduction and data compression under the constraint of retaining the signi cant information for discrimination in classi cation. Based on measurement data this can be achieved by systematic methods for feature selection or feature extraction 1], 5]. Feature extraction comprises systematic methods for strict mathematical treatment as well as heuristic approaches, where transformations for feature extraction are chosen from a multitude of available signal or image This work is under grant of the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT) grant number 01 IN 110 B/6 (SIOB). The responsibility for this paper is with the authors transformations according to experience and apriori knowledge of the application to accomplish a compact and invariant representation for classi cation. This often intuitive approach will be denoted in the following as feature generation to achieve a distinction to systematic methods of feature selection/extraction. Examples for feature generation methods are coocurrence matrices for texture classi cation or gradient image and gradient histograms 8] . The parameters of the feature generation methods have to be tuned according to the pattern recognition problem. Tuning of these parameters is commonly carried out according to observations of the operator or system developer for a limited set of characteristic or pathological patterns or images. Generally, it is too time consuming and thus not feasible to assess parameter settings for all patterns or images of training and test sets individually and interactively. Our work provides methods for systematic parameter optimization of feature generation procedures according to complete sample sets based on interactive and non-interactive approaches. For this aim we employ mappings for dimensionality reduction and structure or topology preservation for visualization of high-dimensional data spaces. Furthermore, we develop non-parametric quality measures as criteria for overlap and separability of class regions in feature spaces of arbitrary dimensionality. These methods provide insight in the underlying distribution and data structure and thus allow the transparent and systematic development of a pattern recognition system. In the following we will present examples and applications which were examined as problem instances using our methods. Then we will proceed, introducing and demonstrating our methods. Concluding, we will indicate potential improvements.
Benchmarks and Applications
We have generated three two-dimensional Gaussian distributions for a two-class problem with a varying degree of overlap, denoted as over 1 , over 2 , and over 3 with 588 vectors and two classes each. Further, we generated a Gaussian distribution that is bimodal for class 2, denoted as bimodal with 780 vectors. The fth data set with 1368 vectors, denoted as banana, consists of ve Gaussian clusters per class, such that a banana shaped non-parametric distribution results for the class regions. These data sets are illustrated in g. 1. Further we considered the well known irisdata 13] , with three categories for the di erent iris species setosa, virginica, and versicolor, characterized by petal and sepal length and width. A train and a test set is available with 75 vectors each. The most important data sets come from visual industrial quality control problems. Within the national collaborative research project SIOB a generic system for visual object inspection in industrial manufacturing is developed. The research objective is the integration of image processing, knowledge processing, pattern recognition, and neural network technology to accomplish a exible inspection system that is not specialized to a single task or object, but can be easily con gured for variations of the inspection task 7] . Rapid system con guration requires a transparent and lucid user interface and a high degree of autonomy, achieved by self-monitoring and backtracking capabilities. Fig. 2 shows the components of the inspection system. The visualization interface and the arrow connections from the functional blocks to the control unit indicate the places were the methods presented in this work are required. Two relevant data sets were chosen from this research work for the demonstration of our methods. The rst one was extracted from automatic cut-out objects (s. right part of Fig 2) , which were examined for ssures and cracks of the casing. The where pins of a large bus connector were checked for correct penetration. Coocurrence matrices 3] were computed of individual pins and from these seven characteristic moments were determined. This 7-dimensional data set with 185 vectors and 3 categories will be denoted as pins. To demonstrate the general validity of our methods, we will show their application to a mechatronic problem. From operating point estimation for stall monitoring of compressors 12] 29-dimensional data sets with 420 vectors per set and four categories for the different operating point regions,denoted as comp 5 to comp 7 , were also regarded in this work.
Visualization of Multivariate Data
The visualization of high-dimensional data by projection in two or three dimensions can give considerable insight in the principal data distribution, substructure in data, shape of class regions, and an estimation of the complexity of the class borders for classi cation problems. Straight forward visualization methods in two or three dimensions include arbitrary selection of components, rst principal components 1], rst components for parametric or non-parametric scatter matrices 1], and by plotting data points using the values of the discriminance functions as coordinates. The dimensionality of the resulting plot depends on the number of categories 1]. Due to the nature of these methods the structure of the data set is not necessarily preserved, resulting in distorted and unreliable displays. One approach to obtain a topology preserving mapping is the Kohonen self-organizing feature map (SOFM) 6] which is a very useful tool for exploratory data analysis 11]. But due to the quantization carried out by SOFM along with the topology preserving mapping the SOFM is not suited for tracing the position of individual objects from the sample data set. The algorithm of Sammon 10] provides the interesting property of structure preserving mapping of the complete sample set. Sammon's Non-Linear Mapping (NLM) proved to be well suited for our applications and we found it an extremely useful tool for feature space evaluation. In the left column of Fig. 3 NLM-mappings of our data sets are displayed. Due to its gradient procedure the NLM-mapping is extremely slow and cannot deal with identical vectors in the data set. The quality of the resulting mapping, which implies its reliability of drawing conclusions from the NLM with regard to the data arrangement in high-dimensional space, is assessed by Sammon using the MSE of distance preservation. We enhance the quality assessment by introducing a topology quality measure for the mapping in the next section. Further, we introduce a specialized mapping algorithm for two-dimensional data displays of multivariate data that is superior to the NLM in approximately two orders of speed.
Quality Assessment of Visualization Reliability
For assessment of mapping quality in terms of topology preservation we designed a non-parametric credit assignment scheme based on the nearest neighbor principle. The neighborhood in the original space X and the mapped space Y is examined, concerning the order of the occurrence of nearest neighbors in both spaces of every 
This quality measure provides a criterion together with the MSE to assess the quality and reliability of a mapping for a data set. The quality achievable by a mapping is of course dependent a the intrinsic dimensionality of the data 1]. Our criterion performed well and conformed with observations of mapping credibility. Individual quality measure instead of mean quality measure could be employed for the localization of mapping faults. 
VISOR { a Fast Visualization Algorithm
2. Placement of the corresponding pivot-points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 of the pivot-vectors V 1 , V 2 , V 3 in the two-dimensional mapping space 3. Placement of the remaining (N-3) feature vectors employing the pivot-points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 as follows: Divide the lines P 1 P 2 and P 2 P 3 according to the distances toP in the original space, introducing division points D 1 and D 2 Compute the intersection of the two lines perpendicular to P 1 P 2 and P 2 P 3 through the division points D 1 The Visor-algorithm preserves no distance value exactly but the same holds for the NLM, as all distances are approximated by the gradient procedure and due to the error criterion small distances are preserved with higher accuracy than large distances, resulting in undesired data clustering. Visor gives a rapid mapping of approximately the same quality as the NLM. Fig. 3 compares the Visor results in the right column with NLM results in the left column. In some cases of our work observed quality was less than in others beyond the quality obtained with the NLM. For the majority of cases Visor gives a satisfactory alternative for the two-dimensional visualization of multivariate data, providing O(N) complexity and thus a speed advantage of 100 with regard to NLM (s. Table 1 ). Recently, we found another method for 2D-visualization, based on the exact preservation of 2(M ?3) distances and using a Minimal Spanning Tree (MST) approach 9]. We will compare this method with NLM and VISOR in future work. A further advantage is, that identical vectors in the data set are no obstacle for Visor which is a great bene t for the analysis and visualization of SOFMs. In case of a low mapping quality indicated by our measure q m and the MSE and high reliability demands a complementing NLM run can be carried out for comparison with the fast preview of Visor.
Assessment of Class Regions Overlap
In addition to the visual information conveyed to the human operator of a pattern recognition system, which is in our case the visual quality inspection system (s .  Fig 2) , numerical measures are required for systematic and automatic parameter optimization in the feature generation process during system con guration. In this section we present a family of three non-parametric quality criteria measuring the overlap of class regions. The criteria of course can also serve for systematic feature selection/extraction computing overlap in the original and in the reduced space, indicating overlap increase/decrease by the selection/extraction process. We employ a nearest neighbor scheme largely motivated by the ideas of non-parametric scatter matrices and the edited nearest neighbor approach 1]. The n-nearest neighbors of every feature vector and their corresponding class a liation are employed for overlap assessment. Overlap degree is determined for an individual feature vector P by: 
where n c denotes the number of nearest neighbors with w x 6 = w i . During overlap degree computation a hypothesis forP being an isolated vector (outlier) or a member of a small isolated group is checked. The hypothesis for an outlier is considered true, if for all n nearest neighbors w x 6 = w i holds. The hypothesis for an isolated group of size v is considered true if for v nearest (closest) neighbors w x 6 = w i holds and for the remaining n ? v neighbors w x 6 = w i holds. This information complements the visual impression of outliers and isolated groups for a human observer, providing additional relevant criteria for automatic system optimization. In Table 2 overlap measures are computed for benchmark data sets and compared.
For application data sets only the most exact measure q o was computed.
Assessment of Separability
In addition to the numerical assessment of overlap a measure for the complexity of the class boundary is highly desirable. This complexity measure gives the separability of the pattern recognition problem. Though overlap and separability measure are related they have their distinct meaning. As can be seen from Table 2 for banana, no overlap does not imply easy (linear) separability. Table 2 : Overlap degree and separability for benchmark data sets two means for discerning the separability or the class boundary complexity. As a visual means we sketch a piecewise linear approximation of the actual class boundary in our projection plot (Voronoi diagram, s. 
Obviously, q s tends to one for well separable data sets and to zero for completely overlapping sets. The measure de nitely is in uenced by class overlap, but in contrast to the previous measures it gives no hint on outliers or isolated groups (s. Table 2 ).
Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced and demonstrated methods for multivariate data visualization and non-parametric overlap assessment and separability measure. These tools o er support for interactive as well as for automatic optimization of pattern recognition systems. we have integrated our methods in the inspection system prototype for visual industrial quality control (s. Fig 2) and have achieved encouraging results for "in-the-loop" system optimization. In current work we examine the modi cation of NLM by introducing our quality measure q m into the gradient procedure to obtain a topologically correct mapping. Further, we will investigate our criteria with regard to linearity and absolute interpretation independent of data sets.
